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Streaming Overlay Architecture for Lightweight LSTM Computation

on FPGA SoCs

LENOS IOANNOU, University of Warwick, UK

SUHAIB A. FAHMY, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST), Saudi Arabia

Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks, and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) in general, have demonstrated their

suitability in many time series data applications, especially in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Computationally, LSTMs

introduce dependencies on previous outputs in each layer that complicate their computation and the design of custom

computing architectures, compared to traditional feed-forward networks. Most neural network acceleration work has focused

on optimising the core matrix-vector operations on highly capable FPGAs in server environments. Research that considers

the embedded domain has often been unsuitable for streaming inference, relying heavily on batch processing to achieve high

throughput. Moreover, many existing accelerator architectures have not focused on fully exploiting the underlying FPGA

architecture, resulting in designs that achieve lower operating frequencies than the theoretical maximum. This paper presents

a lexible overlay architecture for LSTMs on FPGA SoCs that is built around a streaming datalow arrangement, uses DSP

block capabilities directly, and is tailored to keep parameters within the architecture while moving input data serially to

mitigate external memory access overheads. The architecture is designed as an overlay that can be conigured to implement

alternative models or update model parameters at runtime. It achieves higher operating frequency and demonstrates higher

performance than other lightweight LSTM accelerators, as demonstrated in an FPGA SoC implementation.

CCS Concepts: · Computer systems organization→ Neural networks; Reconigurable computing; Embedded hard-

ware.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Various Neural Network (NN) topologies have demonstrated good performance in speciic domains, for example,
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are widely used in computer vision while Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNNs) work well for time-series data. Hybrid NN structures are also used for more complex tasks, for example, a
Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network, a type of RNN, can be used after a CNN to generate captions for
images [1]. Fully Connected (FC), or dense layers, are often embedded in the last parts of these networks to
implement the classiication or regression task. Alternatively, NNs comprising only dense layers can be used for
less complex tasks such as speciic event detection [2]. The increasing popularity of NNs has driven signiicant
eforts to accelerate computation of diferent network topologies on a heterogeneous spectrum of computing
platforms, from powerful servers to less capable devices at the edge.
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NNs are typically trained on highly parallel GPU platforms due to the high computational workloads that suit
oline centralised implementation. Inference scales well on more constrained devices since various optimisations
can be applied [3ś6]. Hence, there has been ample research on architectures for NN inference acceleration on
a variety of platforms. A number of silicon vendors have also augmented processors with specialised neural
processing units that ofer the required parallelism, enabling signiicant acceleration of these workloads [7, 8].
Most previous work on FPGAs has focused on accelerating the generic matrix-vector operations used for

NN inference. Weight pruning and quantization have also been widely used to efectively reduce the memory
requirements of models. Other work has focused on bridging the gap between software programmable platforms
and FPGAs by proposing automated toollows [9]. In the same context, Xilinx Vitis enables compilation of
accelerators from higher level standard frameworks. Much of the published work targets more capable FPGAs
on servers, with high bandwidth PCIe interconnect [10ś13]. Though research in the embedded domain has
also lourished, many of these eforts either rely heavily on batch processing to generate high throughput, thus
underperforming on single network inference and streaming data applications, or timemultiplex complex compute
units, thus not fully exploiting parallelism. Other optimisation methods include extreme quantization, even down
to single bit data, and pruning. Although neural networks have been shown to tolerate such optimisations, these
come at the cost of lexibility in the compute architecture while requiring additional design space and accuracy
exploration, in addition to quantisation aware training. Finally, the majority of published work does not consider
the FPGA architecture in detail, so fails to maximise achievable frequency. This results in lower performance than
what should be achievable and poorer energy eiciency since leakage power is clock independent [10]. Some
work on large scale matrix multiplication on datacenter FPGAs has demonstrated near theoretical maximum
performance, but relies on large FPGA fabrics to enable full unrolling of NN computations [10, 11].
Many consumer applications rely on processing in both embedded and datacenter contexts. For example,

the widely used voice assistants, such as Amazon Alexa and Apple Siri [14, 15], process natural language both
at the edge device and in the datacenter. The edge device is responsible for wakeword detection, e.g. łHey
Siriž, through the use of lightweight NNs, while the words that follow are processed in the cloud. At the edge,
hybrid processing is usually employed to maximise eiciency which includes the use of a low-power, always-on
processor along with the device’s main processor. A lighter network runs on the low-power processor and once
this network generates a value that exceeds a threshold, the main microprocessor is woken up to run a more
complex network. Depending on the device’s capabilities, these networks can indicatively be 5 layers deep, using
fully connected layers with either 32, 128 or 192 neurons [15]. Hence, we envisage a growing need for edge
devices to accommodate lightweight or moderate sized NNs, to support oloading of further processing to the
cloud. This could be a result of the constrained resources of the edge device, or to protect the intellectual property
of an organisation by adding a layer between the edge device and their trained Neural Network. Architectures
for this purpose should be self-contained and lexible enough to support diferent NN structures dynamically.
Most previous work has proposed co-processors that rely on a host processor to coordinate their operation and
manage data transfers or only considered one layer type, oloading others to general purpose architectures.

LSTMs combined with fully connected layers are an ideal combination for processing time-series data in such
lightweight applications, especially in wakeword or event detection, and hence we focus on these. Lightweight
LSTM NNs have found applications in healthcare [16], weather prediction [17], and network security [18], among
other applications. While fully connected layers are the most regular form of NNs, LSTMs include data feedback
from previous timestep results and disrupt the regular low of data, which in turn breaks up back to back matrix
multiplications. Although this can be somewhat alleviated with batch processing or by executing multiple NNs
simultaneously, both methods increase the volume of intermediate results to be cached, and may not it all
application data rate requirements.
In this work, we propose an overlay architecture that can process Fully Connected (FC) and LSTM layers

lexibly, while operating at high frequency. Low level computations are abstracted to building blocks that can
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Fig. 1. An LSTM unit.

easily be replicated to relect the structure of a model, while tailoring the datapath to their complex datalow
pattern. Support for the various activations functions is provided through approximations that maintain low
complexity and resource utilization. The proposed architecture is self contained and lexibly reconigurable to
implement diferent models and adapt to weight updates. Our approach is tailored to operate within edge SoC
environments and can be used to accommodate lightweight to moderate NN workloads. It operates in streaming
mode, with computations carefully mapped to DSP blocks, each mimicking the operation of a neuron, leaving
LUTs for weight storage and other functionality. This architecture caches very few intermediate results as they
are consumed by subsequent processing units in a streaming manner. Finally, the overlay can be tailored to a
speciic set of models or support models that it the size constraints without hardware reconiguration.

2 LSTM BACKGROUND

Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) are Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
that have been proposed to overcome the vanishing gradient problem in vanilla RNNs. Although both perform
similarly in many tasks, the more complex structure of LSTMs theoretically allows them to learn more complex
dependencies.
Equations 1 to 6 describe the operation of an LSTM unit, which is also illustrated in Fig. 1, where ⊙ denotes

element-wise multiplication, andW and U are the weights of current input features and the previous cell outputs
respectively. More precisely, an LSTM unit consists of the forget gate (ft ), input gate (it ), and output gate (ot ),

along with the cell state (Ct ), its partial result (C̃t ), and the LSTM cell output (Ht ). The forget gate controls the
amount of information to discard from the previous cell state, the input and partial cell state deine the new
information to add to the cell state and the output gate deines the LSTM cell’s output based on the current cell
state.

An LSTM network can process a sequence of inputs, each of which can be a scalar or a vector. The sigmoid (σ )
and tanh activation functions are most commonly used in this coniguration. However, some lexibility in the
application of activation functions is required to support diferent networks.

ft = σ (Wf xt +Uf Ht−1 + bf ) (1)

it = σ (Wixt +UiHt−1 + bi ) (2)

C̃t = tanh(Wcxt +UcHt−1 + bc ) (3)

ot = σ (Woxt +UoHt−1 + bo ) (4)

Ct = ft ⊙ Ct−1 + it ⊙ C̃t (5)
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Ht = tanh(ct ) ⊙ ot (6)

The main diference between LSTMs and RNNs compared with other NNs, is the feedback connections from
previous outputs (Ct−1 and Ht−1). These dependencies restrict their performance while making routing, and
datalow in general, in custom architectures more complex. Nonetheless, common computing patterns in LSTMs
and fully connected layers exist in Equations 1 to 4. A challenge in LSTMs however is the fact that the dimensions
ofW andU are not necessarily the same. The former depends on the number of input features and the number of
units while the latter depends solely on the number of units of the LSTM. This translates to unbalanced latencies,
when the two are computed separately. These two matrices can be concatenated into one, creating a single larger
matrix with the same dimensions across all gates. This not only balances the compute latency within each gate
but also makes the compute pattern of each gate the same as the the multiply accumulate operations in the fully
connected layers. Each of Equations 1 to 4 can be mapped to a single neuron in a fully connected layer, thus an
LSTM unit occupies the equivalent of 4 neurons in a fully connected layer.

3 RELATED WORK

Previous related work that targets LSTMs in the embedded domain is presented in [4, 19ś22], demonstrating
the beneits of custom computing architectures in energy eiciency and performance, compared to software
programmable computing platforms. Speciically, the work in [19] uses quantised (6ś16 bit) LSTM models for
speech recognition enabling their design to keep weights and intermediate results on chip and avoid energy
consuming external memory accesses. The authors implement a matrix-vector multiplication unit that partially
unrolls parallelism within an LSTM layer and is time-multiplexed for a complete layer computation. Their
proposed implementation operates at 100MHz on a Xilinx Zynq XC7Z045 FPGA and shows a distinct advantage
in terms of energy eiciency compared to a high-end NVIDIA GeForce Titan X GPU.
The work in [20] presents a bi-directional LSTM for optical character recognition that uses 5-bit weights

and its in the on-chip memory of a Xilinx Zynq XC7Z045 device. The authors implement a single LSTM cell
and unroll the computations of each gate in it, time multiplexing the instance according to the dimensions of
each LSTM layer. In addition, the authors take advantage of the fact that in bi-directional LSTMs, two inputs
are processed at a time and overlap their computations in order to alleviate the idle cycles between dependent
LSTM iterations. The efectiveness of this approach is evaluated by implementing various designs, starting with a
design that uses a single instance of their proposed architecture, exploring its scalability by instantiating 6 such
computing blocks. For single input inference, the single instantiation design ofers 152 GOPs throughput at 166
MHz or 130 GOPs at 142 MHz. The design that incorporates 6 instances, operates at 142MHz and obtains 308
GOPs for single input inference whereas for oline processing, in which batch processing with 6 images is used,
693 GOPs is achieved. The results show that the proposed approach does not scale well for single image inference,
ofering only a 2.4× scaling when instantiating 6 instances of the design. The proposed architecture scales better
with batch processing, ofering 5.3× the baseline throughput, however this is still not linear. The authors further
expanded their work in [4] exploring extreme quantization methods using 1ś8 bits. Their exploration yields a
design that operates at 266MHz,on a Xilinx Zynq UltraScale+ XCZU7EV, and ofers throughput that ranges from
661 to 4201 GOPs for the diferent precisions used.
A uniied LSTM accelerator low is presented in [21], that takes as input a trained model and the target

FPGA device speciication and generates an accelerator design accordingly. The proposed low generates an
accelerator for each model and the accelerator is time multiplexed for each LSTM layer within a network. The
generated accelerator does not support the activation function computations, which are oloaded to software
on the ARM core. The LSTM gate results are therefore transferred to the of-chip memory, processed by the
ARM core and then transferred back to the accelerator, resulting in frequent external memory transfers that are
energy demanding and add a performance overhead. The overall SoC design uses the ARM core for coordinating
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the accelerator throughout LSTM computation, in addition to the activation function computation, thus not
ofering a self-contained accelerator solution. The authors implemented various versions of their accelerator,
using 16 bit ixed point, 32 bit loating point and their equivalent pruned versions, on a Xilinx Zynq XC7Z020
FPGA operating at 150MHz. The pruned equivalents reduced the inference time by 32% and 42% for the ixed
and loating point implementations respectively. Compared to the work in [23], the authors obtained about 10×
improved inference time for the ixed point implementation whereas the loating point implementation ofers
negligible acceleration. Both implementations however demonstrate better power eiciency, being 11.7% and
0.32×more power eicient. The authors extend their evaluation by exploring the scalability of their loating point
architecture by implementing a larger LSTM layer on a Xilinx Virtex VX485T, FPGA, obtaining 10.7 GFLOPs/s.
The mapping of large LSTM layers on Xilinx Virtex VX690T and Zynq 7Z045 FPGAs is explored in [22]. The

authors aimed at optimising the matrix-vector multiplications and their dependencies in LSTMs with weight
matrix partitioning and an optimised batch processing strategy. Their proposed approach is tailored for batch
processing and uses 16-bit ixed point representation while operating at 125 MHz and 142 MHz on the Virtex
7 and Zynq devices respectively. The authors obtained 356 GOPs on the Virtex 7 and 221 GOPs on the Zynq,
demonstrating improved performance and energy eiciency compared to an Intel Xeon E5-2665 CPU, Nvidia
TITAN X Pascal GPU, and other related previous work on FPGAs.

Other related work that targets the same LSTM models as in our evaluation, therefore better suited for direct
comparisons, is described in [23ś26]. The work in [23, 24] presents three diferent LSTM co-processors on an
FPGA that balance memory bandwidth and internal storage utilization to optimize performance per unit power.
The irst streams all the necessary data from of-chip memory, the second stores all data on chip and the third
is a more balanced design. The authors test their co-processors on a character level network comprising 2
LSTM layers, each with 128 units. The NN model used, includes a fully connected layer at the end that uses
65 neurons for the inal classiication, which has not been included in the architecture. All co-processors use
Q8.8 ixed point representation and operate at 142MHz on a Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA. The three architectures are
compared in terms of resource utilization and memory bandwidth, and shown to provide orders of magnitude
better performance per unit power compared to embedded processors, with the design that stores all data on-chip
being the most eicient in terms of performance per unit power.

A stochastic computing based LSTM implementation is presented in [25], focusing on reducing the hardware
cost and power consumption of fundamental arithmetic components within an LSTM. The authors evaluate their
approach on an LSTM layer with 16 hidden units, trained on the MNIST dataset. As with other previous work,
the fully connected layer comprising 10 neurons was not included in the architecture. The authors implement
their designs on a Xilinx Zynq-7000 FPGA, operating at 100MHz, and make comparisons between the baseline
and their two proposed designs in terms of power consumption, classiication accuracy, and runtime. They show
a trade-of between runtime and resource utilization and power, demonstrating their ability to scale to a suitable
speciication.

The authors in [26] propose a high throughput and energy eicient LSTM architecture utilizing an approximate
multiplier. This results in a multiplierless implementation and efectively reduces power consumption and
resource utilization, at the cost of multiple and variable clock cycles due to its data dependent nature. As a result,
performance is less predictable. Hierarchical pipelining is used to improve performance by overlapping these
computations. The proposed approach applies range-based linear quantization to a language model LSTM, with
the same conigurations as the model in [23, 24], on a Xilinx Zynq XC7Z030 FPGA. The implemented design
uses 8-bit ixed point precision and operates at 100MHz. The authors expanded their work in [27], in an ASIC
implementation using 65 nm CMOS technology. The proposed ASIC implementation operates at 322 MHz while
the low power approach resulted in an energy eicient implementation.
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Relatedwork can also be found in [10ś13], in which the authors have focused on accelerating LSTM computation
on more capable FPGAs with PCIe interconnect in servers. The approaches used, however, are not suitable for
constrained edge devices, where fully unrolling computations cannot be achieved.

Additionally, algorithmic optimisations have also been explored in [28, 29], where the authors take advantage
of sparsity as a result of pruning to generate FPGA accelerators. The architecture in [29] achieves a frequency of
238MHz, though results at 200 MHz were used for comparisons with previous work. The achieved 200 GOPs
raw throughput translates to 22.2 GOPs/W raw energy eiciency. Taking into account the model sparsity, the
efective throughput is 1600 GOPs, which in turn amounts to 177.9 GOPs/W energy eiciency. The work in [28]
has explored pruning in more capable devices with PCIe interconnect, obtaining 200MHz.

The majority of previous related work focuses solely on the LSTM computation, not including the implementa-
tion of fully connected layers and thus do not provide a complete edge solution. Moreover, all reported operating
frequencies are well below the devices’ theoretical maximum, which results not only in lower performance but also
in lower energy eiciency due to leakage currents [10]. Meanwhile, generic NN accelerator architectures cannot
implement LSTMs without modiication, or sufer a signiicant performance and energy overhead due to the
dependencies on previous outputs necessitating transfers to of-chip memory. This calls for more programmable
custom computing architectures for LSTMs.
Architecture centric overlays were shown to ofer high throughput since they utilize the underlying FPGA

resources more eiciently [30]. The work in [31] described a streaming overlay for fully connected layers
utilizing the DSP blocks of a Zynq Ultrascale+ ZU7EV FPGA. That design was shown to achieve close to the
theoretical maximum frequency while using minimal resources, but supported only feed-forward networks
with the ReLU activation function, and was not shown to scale. We propose a streaming overlay architecture
that supports the computation of LSTM and Fully Connected layers, ofering a complete edge solution, while
supporting the more complex Sigmoid and Tanh activation functions through approximations. The overlay
heavily exploits programmable DSP block capabilities and is carefully designed to maintain short critical paths
and relatively moderate routing complexity in order to achieve high operating frequency. At the same time, the
overlay concept ofers a more programmable solution, compared to ixed accelerators, allowing model parameters
to be updated. The proposed architecture also operates in streaming mode, which is more responsive compared
to batch processing and is therefore more suitable for devices at the edge.

4 PROPOSED LSTM ARCHITECTURE

This section outlines the various design choices and operation of the main building blocks of the proposed
streaming architecture that can be conigured to implement LSTM or fully connected layers. The architecture
uses DSP blocks for the neural network computations while also supporting other widely used settings in
these layers (e.g. the option to return sequences in LSTM layers). Although systolic arrays are popular for
inference architectures, as they are eicient for matrix-matrix multiplications, this works best for CNNs with
batch processing rather than other NN structures including LSTMs. This batching helps reduce the overheads
of loading weights. In streaming processing, as targeted by this work, systolic arrays would be less eiciently
utilized due to the lack of batching and shared weights. Additionally pipeline parallelism would be harder to
achieve due to the dependencies inherent in LSTMs. Hence, we adopt an alternative approach to implementing
the multiply-accumulate operations, as outlined in the following sections.

4.1 Serial vs Fully Parallel Multiply Accumulate

While fully unrolling the individual multiplications followed by an adder tree, as shown in Fig. 2b, has been widely
used to take advantage of parallelism inmultiply-accumulate (MAC) operations in FIR ilters and convolutions [32],
it is not always ideal when considering streaming applications with a high degree of parallelism, for example in
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neural networks. FIR ilters and convolutions are usually of smaller dimensions, compared to neural networks,
having less coeicient storage requirements and workload to accelerate. The former does not hinder on-chip
storage while the latter calls for more parallelism. MAC tree architectures are less lexible and adaptable to
varying ilter dimensions, being underutilized when computing a smaller ilter or requiring complex partitioning
of larger ilters in order to it. Meanwhile, latency for each pass remains the same. The computation at each layer
of a neural network can be decomposed into a large vector-matrix multiplication that enables the sum of products
for each neuron in the current layer with each in the previous layer and the corresponding weights. But this full
unrolling is costly in terms of hardware, and the scale of these matrix multiplication units can hamper achievable
frequency. Furthermore, this typically results in a layer-wise operation that necessitates signiicant transfers
on/of chip between layers. These overheads are amortised by batch processing. Instead, we consider the fact that
neural networks typically contain suicient numbers of neurons to ofer a coarser grained level of parallelism to
exploit, where each neuron is mapped to a computational element, and its own results are calculated serially.
This ofers less dense signal connectivity and enables the compute units to operate at high frequency, while also
afording lexibility to diferent network parameters, and avoiding memory transfers.

Our implemented serial computing architecture is ideally suited to LSTMs as it alleviates some of the inherent
dependencies on previous outputs. Speciically, a subsequent LSTM iteration can be initiated as soon as 75% of the
current iteration’s outputs have been generated. This is because the implemented LSTM addon is able to generate
one output every 4 clock cycles, meaning that the remaining 25% of the outputs will be generated by the time
they are needed by the DSP blocks. LSTM computations using MAC trees on the other hand, require a previous
iteration to be fully completed before starting the new one, since all the input data needs to be present in the
registers for the new computation. The latter, coupled with the fact that it is very diicult to implement even a
lightweight neural network on chip with fully parallel-fully unrolled MAC trees, without extreme optimisations,
makes the MAC tree based architectures not ideal for edge processing, where we do not typically want batching
to be applied to amortise overheads.

In addition, serial multiply-accumulate operation can be more eiciently mapped to a single DSP block, fully
utilizing the multiplier and adder, while also requiring less memory for the intermediate results since they are
consumed in a single register throughout the low of inputs. This method is shown in Fig. 2a. In contrast, adders in
direct MAC trees are usually implemented either using LUTs or DSP blocks. When implemented using LUTs, the
adders consume FPGA resources that could otherwise be used to support the neuron operation (e.g. Control logic,
memories in LUTRAMs, registers) while also potentially consuming more power, since functions implemented
in a DSP block use less power compared their equivalent implementations in logic [33]. When implemented
using DSP blocks, only the adder in each block is used, underutilizing the DSP block capabilities by leaving the
multiplier unused, which may have a signiicant impact on eiciency for larger numbers of inputs. Systolic array
implementations can eiciently utilize both components of the DSP block, but require considered data scheduling
at the inputs to the array.

ACM Trans. Reconig. Technol. Syst.
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(a) Serial Compute. (b) Fully Unrolled Multiply-Accumulate tree.

Fig. 2. Diferent compute architectures for the Multiply-Accumulate operation in Neural Networks.

Table 1. Latency and resource utilization of the two compute methods.

k=100 k=128 k=256

Latency

(Clock Cycles)
DSP Blocks

Latency

(Clock Cycles)
DSP Blocks

Latency

(Clock Cycles)
DSP Blocks

Serial Compute 101 1 (100) 129 1 (128) 257 1 (256)
MAC tree 14 149 14 191 16 383

Table. 1 shows the DSP utilization and latency for each of the two MAC architectures for a neuron with k inputs.
For simplicity, we assume that the input data from the previous layer is already loaded in the registers while
we also do not consider routing complexity, both of which favour the MAC tree architecture. Each multiplier
along with each adder that follows in the irst row of the MAC tree is considered to be mapped to a single DSP
block, using their cascade interconnect [34]. To enable direct comparisons between the two compute methods, we
assume that each of the adders that follow is mapped to a DSP block instead of FPGA fabric. This would enable
the MAC tree to achieve higher operating frequency, as close as possible to the serial compute frequency, at the
cost of underutilizing the DSP block capabilities by not using the multiplication while requiring two clock cycles
latency for each addition. Starting with the MAC tree, its latency scales according to the next greatest power of
two of k . The MAC tree ofers latency improvements that range from 6.2× to 15.1× while consuming 148× to
382× more DSP blocks. We observe that the beneits of the MAC tree in terms of latency are disproportional
compared to the resources used, thus less eicient. Although it might be argued, under ideal circumstances,
that the the MAC tree is able to generate a new output every clock cycle whereas the serial compute every k
cycles, this can be compensated with the coarser, per neuron, parallelism. For example, for k inputs, exploiting
parallelism for at least k neurons (numbers reported in brackets in Table. 1) in a layer results in having exact
same throughput while consuming 27% to 33% fewer DSP blocks. Assuming, that there is suicient parallelism
within a layer to do so.

4.2 Proposed Neuron Architecture

Our architecture takes the neural network computation and does away with the matrix representation, instead
opting for neuron-based parallelism where each neuron is implemented as a computational unit that processes its
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Fig. 3. Neuron Architecture showing the configuration, control and compute paths.

output in a serial manner. Each neuron is mapped to a single DSP block, supported by the required control logic
and memory to enable it to fully implement the neuron’s function. It operates in three modes: coniguration,
control, and compute. Initially, coniguration takes place, in which all weights, biases and activation functions are
set for each neuron. Once coniguration is complete, compute and control operations run concurrently and input
data starts to low in. Outputs from the previous layer stream serially, one for each neuron from that layer at a
time, and are multiplied in each neuron in the current layer by the corresponding weight stored in the weight
memory. An address counter manages weight memory addressing and DSP block opmode selection. Each DSP
block operates in one of two diferent opmodes, the irst input-weight product is added to the conigured bias,
while subsequent products are accumulated with this sum. This is enabled by the dynamic DSP block control in
modern Xilinx FPGAs [35]. This results in not having to reset the accumulation register before a new neuron
computation and saves a clock cycle compared to adding the bias after the completion of multiply-accumulate.
The proposed architecture is depicted in Fig. 3, showing the details of a neuron compute unit among others in a
layer. The serial datalow of the overlay, coupled with the more minimal use of resources and fanouts, allows for
a more scalable architecture in which each self-contained neuron can be replicated as many times as needed to
form a layer, and each layer in turn to form a lightweight neural network on chip.
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4.3 Neural Network Multiply-Accumulate

Fig. 4. Neural Network Multiply-AccumulateArchitecture.

The Neural Network Multiply-Accumulate architecture, shown in Fig. 4, consists of a series of DSP blocks, each
calculating the multiply and accumulate operation. The inputs low in each layer serially, multiplied by their
corresponding weights and accumulated in each DSP block.
The wordlength of inputs, weights, and biases are deined to it the DSP48E2 primitive in Xilinx UltraScale+

devices. Inputs are 27 bits, weights 18 bits, and biases are 16 bits. All wordlengths are signed and use 11 fractional
bits. The accumulation register within the DSP block is 48 bits and uses 22 fractional bits. Unrolling parallel
operations at each neuron results in a naturally balanced workload between DSP blocks, while being more
resource eicient by using both multipliers and adders within the DSP blocks. This unrolling scheme enables the
overlay to map all the neurons of lightweight to moderate NNs on chip, and by accumulating all the intermediate
results of each neuron within a single register, it reduces on chip memory requirements.
Moreover, this arrangement enables the serial low of input data from neuron to neuron, which results in

relatively low fanout, while also passing all input data to each neuron just once, avoiding additional storage
and operational overhead to cache and re-low previous input data. The use of DSP blocks coupled with the
more compact datalow result in a short critical path and more manageable routing which in turn enables a high
frequency of operation. The Neural Network MAC’s operation deviates from the more mainstream acceleration
methods on larger devices used for the matrix-vector operations (e.g. systolic arrays) to better suit the constraints
of edge devices.
Due to the weight depth of each neuron within a layer being equal, neurons are expected to ire one after

the other, propagating the serial datalow to the following layers. In order for the serial low to be maintained,
only one neuron within a layer should ire at any given time. This means that if the number of inputs to a
layer is less than the number of neurons in that layer, stall cycles are required to maintain this serial iring. The
aforementioned data low and stall operation are graphically depicted over time in Fig. 5.
When the Neural Network MAC architecture is conigured as a fully connected layer, the data lows serially

to it from the input source. If it is conigured as an LSTM layer, however, the new input data lows in at irst,
while the previous output, Ht−1, stored in a FIFO, follows. Each of Equations 1 to 4 is mapped to a DSP block,
with 1 LSTM unit occupying 4 DSP blocks. The input selection has been implemented with multiplexers and
corresponding control logic. A 2-bit register sets the desired activation function for each neuron. The top level
architecture supports the ReLU, approximated versions of Sigmoid and Tanh, and a passthrough datapath in case
none is selected.
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Fig. 5. Neural Network MAC serial flow and stalling operation.

4.4 Activation Function Approximations

Various activations functions are used in neural networks for non-linearities, with ReLU, Sigmoid, and Tanh
being the most widely used. Although activation functions may not be the most computationally complex part
of neural network architectures, the use of exponents in Sigmoid and Tanh functions make them diicult to
implement in embedded architectures.

Although ReLU is suitable for hardware implementation, various NN applications call for the use of Sigmoid
or Tanh functions. For example, the forget gate in an LSTM layer uses the Sigmoid function, the output of which
determines the percentage of information to be kept from the previous layer. This has led to the exploration
of alternative ways to implement these functions more eiciently, especially in fault-tolerant, approximate
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computing applications. The majority of previous neural network implementations map the activation functions
in look-up-table memories, one for each function. With this approach, accuracy depends on the granularity
of the look-up-table, with error being inversely proportional to the size of the table. This approach can use
signiicant area in lightweight unrolled implementations, in which multiple tables are required. Furthermore, in
architectures where multiple activation functions need to be supported, separate look-up-tables are required, of
which only a subset are used at any one time. Other previous work has focused on piece-wise approximations of
these functions [36], while others have approximated the active region of these functions linearly with cut-of
regions [26]. Another example of the latter is the hard sigmoid activation function in Tensorlow [37]. More
complex activation function architectures have also been presented in [38], where implementations in half and
full precision loating point have been explored.
We propose activation function approximation using piecewise linear approximation while also considering

how some coeicients can be modiied to be more eiciently implemented in hardware. Moreover, since only
one activation function is used at a time in each unit, common expressions are merged between the diferent
activation functions in hardware. As a result, the logic required is minimized, contributing not only to reduced
area but also improved performance. The proposed activation function architecture can be conigured to any one
of the most popular activation functions at runtime, without re-implementation or re-loading of a lookup table,
while maintaining low area utilization and high performance.

Listing 1. Approximation functions for Tensorflow.

1 def custom_sigmoid_hw(x):

2 point_twenty_five = _constant_to_tensor (0.25, x.dtype.base_dtype)

3 point_five = _constant_to_tensor (0.5, x.dtype.base_dtype)

4 x = math_ops.mul(x, point_twenty_five)

5 x = math_ops.add(x, point_five)

6 x = clip_ops.clip_by_value(x, 0., 1.)

7 return x

8

9 def custom_tanh_hw(x):

10 point_seventy_five = _constant_to_tensor (0.75, x.dtype.base_dtype)

11 x = math_ops.mul(x, point_seventy_five)

12 x = clip_ops.clip_by_value(x, -1., 1.)

13 return x

4.4.1 Approximations Applied in Sotware. The most relevant previous work to ours in approximating the
activation functions is summarized in Table 2, where Sigmoid and Tanh functions are bounded to 0,1 and -1,1
respectively. The approximated coeicients used in this work are modiied slightly from those referenced to
more eiciently suit the ixed point representation and hardware. Although the Tanh approximation used in [26]
is simpler to implement, especially in hardware, it deviates more from the true function. All aforementioned
approximations are presented graphically against the Sigmoid and Tanh in Figs. 6a and 6b.
The main diference in our work is that the approximations can be applied during training, in addition to

post-training. Similarly to how the hard sigmoid is deined in Tensorlow, by changing the coeicients accordingly,
the approximations can be deined as shown in Listing 1 and be used to train a model in loating point. The error
introduced by the approximations is therefore taken into consideration during training and is alleviated, leaving
more margin for error in ixed point representation.

To demonstrate the efectiveness of this approach, we initially compare the approximations used in this work
with those presented earlier in Table 2. We calculate the Mean Absolute Error (MAE) between the baseline
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Table 2. Approximated functions equations.

Act. Func. Equation Work MAE

Hard Sigmoid y=0.2x+0.5 [37] 0.019
Approx. Sigmoid y=0.25x+0.5 [26], This work 0.033
Approx. Tanh y=x [26] 0.088
Approx. Tanh y=0.75x This work 0.063
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(a) Sigmoid functions.
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(b) Tanh functions.

Fig. 6. Activation functions and their approximations.

functions and their approximations on 40 data points between -2 and 2 with a step of 0.1. As expected, the Hard
Sigmoid approximation in Tensorlow generates less error compared to the approximation used in our design,
however the 0.25x has a far more straight forward ixed point representation and multiplication. Meanwhile,
the Tanh approximation used in [26], although simpler to implement, generates more error compared to that
used in this work. Moreover, since common computations exist between the two approximations, the additional
complexity introduced in the Tanh approximation is mitigated.

Table 3. Impact of approximated activation functions on the Weather forecast dataset.

Trained with Sigmoid-Tanh Approx.

Inf. using Sig.-Tanh Approx. Approx.

Train Loss 0.3141 0.4358 0.3182
Validation Loss 0.3370 0.4283 0.3302
Test Loss 0.3575 0.5569 0.3751

We further explore the beneits of using the approximations during training by training a three layer LSTM
for temperature forecasting, similar to that in [39]. We use the weather time series dataset from the Max Planck
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Fig. 7. Activation functions architecture.

Institute for Biogeochemistry to train a network with two LSTM layers, with 64 and 32 units respectively,
and a fully connected layer for the output layer comprising 1 neuron. We used the RMSprop optimizer while
measuring the loss using mean absolute error. The model is trained to receive the last 720 measurements that
span over the last 5 days, and predict the temperature in 12 hours. Initially, a baseline model is trained for 10
epochs with Tensorlow v2.2 using the default activation functions while a variation of this model is trained
using the approximated activation functions. We then run inference on the two models while also changing the
activation functions of the baseline model to the approximations. The losses obtained from these three models
are summarised in Table 3, showing that by using the approximated functions during training, loss is comparable
to the original function implementations.

4.4.2 Activation Functions in Hardware. We present a hardware architecture in Fig. 7 that supports the most
widely used activation functions, ReLU, approximated Sigmoid, and Tanh, while also providing a passthrough path
in case none is needed. A key feature is that common computations between Tanh and Sigmoid approximations
are merged while all the multiplications are replaced by shifts and adds, avoiding the use of computationally
expensive multiplications since the coeicients are ixed. Furthermore, since the output of the Sigmoid function
is between 0 and +1, and the result of the Tanh function is between −1 and +1, the complexity of the component
is not expected to grow signiicantly.

A parametrized architecture has been created in Verilog HDL, and implemented using Xilinx Vivado 2018.2 on a
XCZU7EV Ultrascale+ device. We used various wordlengths and implemented these designs to make comparisons
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in terms of resource utilization. The results in Table 4 show that the proposed activation function architecture uses
very few resources, less than 1% of the device, and these are able to operate at the device’s maximum frequency.

Table 4. Resource utilization of the activation functions architecture.

Bits Fraction Bits LUTs Registers

16 8 36 86
27 12 74 141
32 16 90 166
48 24 132 246
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4.5 LSTM Addon

Fig. 8. LSTM Addon compute architecture.

The LSTM Addon computes Equations 5 and 6 of an LSTM layer. The results of it , C̃t , ft and ot low in serially,
in this particular order. This data low pattern repeats for each LSTM unit in the Neural Network MAC. The it ,

C̃t and ft are used by the datapath on the right in Fig. 8, while ot passes through delay registers and is used

only by the DSP block at the output. Initially it is multiplied by C̃t , stored in the accumulation register of the
DSP block, then the product of ft and Ct−1 that is read from the FIFO is calculated and added to accumulation
register. This completes computation of Equation 5 and the result then fans-out to the Ct−1 FIFO, where it is
stored for the following timestep, and to the Act. Func. Comp., where the activation function used in Equation 6 is
applied. The DSP block at the output uses only the multiplier and completes the computation in Equation 6. An
internal counter is used to synchronize all the operations and to reset the accumulation register of the DSP block
between runs. Speciically, it increments with every valid input that passes through and selects which source
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is multiplexed into the DSP block. Initially, it is multiplied by C̃t , where the counter selects the register to be
passed as input to the DSP block. Then ft multiplied by Ct−1 follows, where the counter selects the Ct−1 FIFO as
the source to the 27 bit input of the DSP block. The result of latter multiplication is accumulated to the DSP block
to complete the computation of Equation 6.

4.6 Top Level Layer and Network Architecture

Fig. 9. Top level layer architecture.

Fig. 9 shows the top level layer architecture that includes all these functional blocks, along with control logic
to synchronise and conigure the datalow for a single layer. A complete NN is formed by stacking multiple
of these according to the network structure as shown in Fig. 10, which shows the arrangement, interconnect,
and interaction of the FIFOs with various building blocks. Each FIFO stores only the data required from the
previous LSTM iteration, since the stored data is consumed by various compute blocks in the subsequent iteration,
alleviating the need to store redundant data from more than 1 iteration as happens in many architectures that
time multiplex their compute units. The largest network our architecture can fully support is roughly estimated
in Equation 7. It is based on the number of layers, multiplied by the neurons in fully connected layers or number
of units ×4 in LSTM layers, in addition to 2 DSP blocks used in each LSTM addon component.

#DSP = (#LSTM Units × 4 + 2) × #Layers (7)

This yields the number of required DSP blocks which should be less than what is available on the target device.
Although, our proposed approach ideally targets lightweight LSTM networks that can be fully unrolled at the
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Fig. 10. Top level Neural Network architecture.

neuron level, where its eiciency is maximised, it is also versatile enough to be implemented as a single layer-
time multiplexed implementation or even folding parallel compute units, trading of performance and resource
utilization to potentially adapt to larger networks.
The main control blocks in the top level layer architecture are the Stall Comp. and the Control State Machine.

The Stall Comp. is conigured with the number of weights, stall cycles needed, the type of layers, the number of
iterations and whether to return the sequences in LSTMs. It generates the control signals required in the Neural
Network MAC, for example, to enable the address counters or which input source to choose from. Meanwhile, the
Control State Machine synchronizes the low between the Neural Network MAC and the other blocks.
A multiplexer after the Neural Network MAC selects which DSP block ires at each time step. Another at

the output selects the appropriate datapath depending on whether it is an LSTM or fully connected layer. The
Neural Network MAC’s serial operation, coupled with the ability to select the datapath according to the layer’s
coniguration, through the use of multiplexers, forms an architecture that is able to adjust its latency and
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throughput for diferent neural network conigurations. Although large scale multiplexers and decoders within
the proposed architecture may cause delay, they can be pipelined according to the device’s LUTs capabilities for
high throughput at the cost of latency. Moreover, a FIFO is placed after each output multiplexer to gather the
data required for the following layer.

The top level design that implements the whole NN is parametrised with the neural network coniguration, i.e.
number of layers, number of neurons in each layer, wordlengths, etc. This allows for a more lexible overlay that
can also be ported to other devices that employ diferent DSP blocks. Speciically, it supports any modern FPGA
that incorporates the DSP48E2 or DSP48E1 primitives, which covers all Xilinx FPGAs currently available. DSP
block instantiation, signal interconnection, and bit range is managed automatically using top level parameters
that are passed to the various sub-modules. An overlay coniguration can be used alongside a processor in an
FPGA SoC. The processor can then conigure the overlay at runtime with a speciic network coniguration. More
importantly, weights and biases can also be set at runtime, enabling the overlay not only to adapt to weight
updates and inetuning after deployment, but also to compute other LSTMs that it within the bounds of the
speciied architecture. Underutilizing the overlay does however incur a performance overhead since data must
still low through unused layers.

4.6.1 Runtime Overlay Configuration. In addition to the weights and biases, the various control components
of the overlay can be conigured at runtime to accommodate diferent NN topologies that can be mapped to
available overlay resources. Speciically, the programmable control mechanism in each layer is able to control
the weight counter for each neuron, i.e. how many weights to read, and the number of neurons to iterate to
within the layer. This efectively controls the number of weights and neurons in each layer. It also controls when
to stall and for how many cycles, to support diferent layer dimensions. The weights and biases coniguration
in each neuron enables the overlay to accommodate diferent NNs or inetune an NN through weight updates.
Although the number of layers cannot be changed at runtime, layers can be bypassed by multiplying the inputs
with a weight of 1, adding 0 bias and selecting the pass-through activation function. The latter is efectively a
trade-of between more complex routing at the cost of a few clock cycles overhead in terms of latency, which can
be deemed negligible compared to the total clock cycles required for a complete network inference.

5 EVALUATION

5.1 Models for Evaluation

We use two LSTM models to evaluate our proposed architecture. These models have been used previously
in [23ś26], with which we make comparisons. While we are unable to use the exact code and framework, the
models have been recreated to the best extent possible in Tensorlow v2.2 [37], according to the information
provided in these references. The irst model consists of a single LSTM layer with 16 units and a fully connected
layer of 10 neurons. This network is trained as a classiier on the MNIST handwritten digit dataset, with the 10
output neurons corresponding to digits 0 to 9. The inputs to the LSTM model are 28×28 images with all pixel
values normalised to a range from 0 to 1, this translates to 28 pixels being sent at a time for 28 iterations.

The second model is a character level LSTM trained on a part of Shakespeare’s writing and comprises two LSTM
layers, each with 128 units, and a fully connected layer with 65 neurons. The input to the LSTM is a vector with
65 one hot encoded values, each one representing a unique character that has been found in the text. A sequence
of 50 of these vectors is passed to the LSTM model which generates the scores of the predicted 51st character
at the output. The complexity of this model is representative of the real world application described in [15].
Speciically, the voice assistant NN described in [15], under our proposed compute scheme, would require about
960 DSP blocks, whereas the latter NN in our test case uses 1095 DSP blocks. We create an overlay architecture
for each model for direct comparison with previous work, although the MNIST model could be run on the larger
character overlay.
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5.2 Impact of Approximated Activation Functions

We irst evaluate how the use of the approximated activation functions impacts model accuracy for the models in
our test case, as discussed in Section 4.4.

Table 5. Impact of the approximated activation functions on the MNIST dataset.

Trained with Sigmoid-Tanh Approx.

Inf. using Sig.-Tanh Approx. Approx.

Train (Loss/Accuracy) 0.0762/98.0% 0.984/80.7% 0.067/98.1%
Validation (Loss/Accuracy) 0.108/97.3% 0.944/81.7% 0.109/97.4%
Test (Loss/Accuracy) 0.106/97.5% 0.955/80.7% 0.117/97.4%

Table 6. Impact of the approximated activation functions on the Shakespeare’s writing dataset.

Trained with Sigmoid-Tanh Approx.

Inf. using Sig.-Tanh Approx. Approx.

Train Loss 0.8733 2.9 1.29

The results are presented in Tables 5 and 6. While we observe an increase in loss, along with a decrease in
accuracy for the MNIST network, when the activation functions are simply switched after training, we then see
that this can be alleviated by using the proposed activation functions during training. Although the loss in the
character level LSTM can be considered high, we believe this is due to the learning complexity. More speciically,
even though a low loss would mean that a model can work more accurately in inference, in this case it would
mean that the model has memorised the textbook, which is a very diicult task. Instead, we would like the model
to learn the coarser text patterns, rather than the iner details, and generate similar text.

5.3 Compute Overlap

The dependence of LSTM layers on previous outputs usually means the next iteration in a layer cannot start until
the previous iteration has completed, reducing the parallel processing eiciency and efective throughput. The
datalow used in the proposed LSTM architecture coupled with unrolling parallelism at each neuron, enables the
overlay to overlap part of the computations between iterations. In addition, the serial computing in the LSTM
architecture enables the propagation of any compute conigurations at the initial layer to the following layers,
e.g. stall cycles applied in the irst layer afect when the next layer will initiate its computation and so on.

The Initiation Interval (II) of the overlay is the clock cycle count between consecutive timestep computations in
an LSTM layer. In other words, the number of clock cycles after which the next LSTM iteration computation can
begin. Since each timestep in an LSTM layer depends on its previous outputs, the II essentially corresponds to the
latency of the irst layer in an unoptimised compute low. The pipeline of the overlay is therefore underutilized
between LSTM timestep executions in a naive execution, which in turn results in a less eicient and underper-
forming architecture for streaming applications. The latency of an LSTM layer, and therefore the unoptimised
II, is modelled by Equation 8, in which the #Inputs and #Previous Outputs are initially passed through the irst
neuron. The irst neuron requires 17 clock cycles to generate its output, followed by #Units*4 clock cycles for the
LSTM layer to generate all its outputs.
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The serial neuron compute low of the overlay enables the next timestep of an LSTM layer to begin with only
part of its previous timestep outputs generated. Speciically, a new LSTM iteration starts with the new inputs
lowing in the overlay serially, computingWyxy in each of the Equations 1 to 4. The computation of the LSTM
layer follows, which requires data from the previous timestep to computeUyHt−1 in each of the Equations 1 to 4.
Since the proposed overlay compute low generates an LSTM layer output every 4 clock cycles, the next iteration
can start as soon as 75% of the previous outputs have been generated. Therefore, in the overlapped computing
scenario, the computation of the next timestep can start #Inputs+#Units earlier, with the loor of this equation
being #Units × 4. The overlapped II is modelled in Equation 9 and requires an additional clock cycle in order for
the last required output to be stored in the layer bufer.

LSTM Layer Latency = 17 + #Inputs + #Previous Outputs + (#Units × 4) (8)

Overlapped II == 17 + #Previous Outputs + (#Units × 3) + 1 (9)

For the LSTM networks in our case study, the impact of overlapped computing on the II of the irst layer is
shown in the irst row of Table 7, as the number of clock cycles required to initiate a new LSTM iteration. The
second row of Table 7 shows how the II reduction impacts the latency of the complete network computation
for a set of inputs. This is the clock cycle count for an end to end NN computation, including the generation of
the inal output results at the fully connected layer, of a whole image for the MNIST LSTM and 50 iterations of
characters for the character level LSTM.

Table 7. Overlapped computing compared to unoptimised execution.

Unoptimised Overlapped

MNIST Char. LSTM MNIST Char. LSTM

II-1st layer 125 722 80 530
Clock Cycles 3503 37131 2342 27723

The ability of the proposed architecture to overlap part of the computation within consecutive LSTM layer
iterations, leads to a latency reduction of 33% for the MNIST-LSTM and 25% for the character level LSTM.

5.4 Weight Stationary Architecture

Previous work in neural networks has explored a wide spectrum of optimisations in an efort to reduce of-chip
memory bandwidth, from computing parts of the neural network in batches and transferring weights accordingly,
to extreme quantization of weights. In this architecture, the compute units, that typically consume most FPGA
resources, are mapped to DSP blocks. This, coupled with the minimalistic approach in the design of other building
blocks, results in releasing FPGA resources that can be used to store more weights on chip, maximising the
device’s storage capabilities. In Table 8, we show the total weight and data sizes for a single classiication for
the two networks. The weights and biases in the MNIST LSTM amount to about 73% of total data and about
98% for the character level LSTM. Architectures that store these parameters in of-chip memory require high
bandwidth to achieve high throughput, while our approach reduces bandwidth requirements and potentially
energy consumption.
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Table 8. Weights to input size ratio.

Number of coef. Size in bits

MNIST Char. LSTM MNIST Char. LSTM

Weights (18 bits) 2976 238208 53568 4287744
Biases (16 bits) 74 1089 1184 17424
Inputs (27 bits) 784 3250 21168 87750

Coeicients to total data - - 72.12% 98.00%

5.5 Performance, Resource Utilization, and Comparisons

Table 9. Resource utilization and performance comparisons with same models.

MNIST LSTM Character LSTM

Baseline [25] Appr. A [25] Appr. B [25] This work [24] Deepstore [23] Appr. [26] This work

FPGA XC7Z020 XC7Z020 XC7Z020 XCZU7EV XC7Z020 XC7Z045 XC7Z030 XCZU7EV

Precision N/A N/A N/A 16-27 ixed 16 ixed 16 ixed 8 ixed 16-27 ixed
LUTs 7741 (14.55%) 9529 (17.91%) 6763 (12.71%) 4244(1.84%) 7201 (13.54%) N/A 23036 (29.31%) 95263 (41.35s%)

Flip-Flops 2412 (2.27%) 8456 (7.95%) 5928 (5.57%) 9308(1.75%) 12960 (12.18%) N/A 28481 (18.12%) 118261 (25.66%)

BRAM 3.58KB 0 0 0 (0%) 16 (11.43%) N/A 180×36KB (67.92%) 518×18KB(83.01%)

DSP 1 (0.45%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 78(4.51%) 50 (22.73%) N/A 0 (0%) 1095(63.37%)

Freq. (MHz) N/A 100 100 640 142 142 100 420

DSP Max (MHz) 464 464 464 775 464 650 548-742 775

DSP Freq. (%) N/A 21.6 21.6 82.6 30.6 21.8 18.2-13.5 54.1

Power (w) 0.142e 0.072e 0.038e 0.679e 1.94 2.3 1.19e 8.531e

Latency (ms) 0.17a,c 18.58a,c 18.58a,c 0.0037d 0.932a,c N/A N/A 0.066d

T’put-LSTM (GOPs) 0.928 0.00847 0.00847 44.5 0.29 1.05 8.08(max)/2.26(avg) 363.7

T’put (class./s) 5882.4b,c 53.8a,b 53.8a,b 282186.9d 1073.0a,b 1969.0 a,b N/A 15819.2d

T’put (GOPs) N/A N/A N/A 44.6 N/A N/A N/A 363.9

Eiciency (GOPs/W) 6.54a 0.12a 0.22a 65.67d 0.15a 0.46a 6.79(max)/1.89(avg)a 42.7d

a LSTM layers only. c Reported as average runtime. e Vivado power estimator.
b Estimated from the reported average runtime. d Complete network (i.e. including FC layers).

Table 10. Resource utilization and performance comparisons with diferent models.

Single Instance [20] 6 Instances [20] 6 Instances [20]
[4] [22] [22] [21]

(Streaming) (Streaming) (Batch)

FPGA XC7Z045 XC7Z045 XC7Z045 XCZU7EV VX690T XC7Z045 XC7Z020
Precision 5 ixed 5 ixed 5 ixed 1-8 ixed 16 ixed 16 ixed 16 ixed
LUTs 32815 (15%) 161574 (74%) 190036 (87%) N/A 204000 (47.0%) 166000 (75.8%) 51604 (97%)
Flip-Flops 14532 (3%) 51213 (12%) 78516 (18%) N/A 222000 (25.6%) 150000 (34.4%) 69160 (65%)
BRAM 83 (15%) 339 (62%) 498 (91%) N/A 1070 (72.8%) 517.5 (94.9%) 179.2 (64%)
DSP 33 (4%) 195 (22%) 198 (22%) N/A 2060 (57.0%) 900 (100%) 180.4 (82%)
Freq. (MHz) 166 142 142 266 125 142 150
DSP Max (MHz) 548-742 548-742 548-742 775 548-741 650 464
DSP Freq. (%) 30.3-22.4 25.9-19.3 25.9-19.3 34.3 22.8-16.9 21.8 32.3

T’put (GOPs) 152.16b 308.05b 693.12b 746-4201b 356 221 4.25

Power (W) 1.7 a,b 6.97a,b 12.46a,b N/A 26.5 10.6 2.29

Eiciency (GOPs/W) 89.52a,b 44.22a,b 55.62a,b N/A 13.48 20.84 1.86

a Calculated from authors’ reported results.
b Complete network (i.e. including FC layers).
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We implement two versions of our proposed overlay architecture, one for each NN, on a ZU7EV FPGA as
found on the Xilinx Zynq Ultrascale+ ZCU104 board. Both overlays have been implemented in Verilog HDL
using Xilinx Vivado 2018.2. Moreover, both have been integrated in an SoC implementation with the Arm Cortex
A53 on the device and functionally veriied, baremetal, on part of the datasets using Xilinx SDK. To enable the
integration of the high operating frequency overlay in the SoC and overcome the lower operating frequency of
required IPs, our overlay employs a dual clock coniguration. A high frequency clock is used for the overlay’s
compute mode, whereas a slower clock that operates at a quarter of the fast clock frequency is used to conigure
the overlay and to transfer the input and output data. To match the rate of the slow clock input data with the fast
clock compute, 4 inputs are transferred at a time at the slow clock rate to a dual clock ifo, subsequently each
input slot is extracted at the fast clock rate.
All results presented in this section are post-place and route for the overlay module only, extracted from the

hierarchical results of the implemented SoC. Tables 9 and 10 compare the attributes of our proposed approach to
previous work. To enable more objective comparisons with work targeting diferent FPGA devices, we derive
attributes for overall eiciency. In addition, we report the theoretical maximum frequency of the DSP blocks
for those devices, as found in the devices’ datasheets [40ś43], and the frequencies achieved. In cases where the
device’s speed grade is not reported by the authors, we use a range of highest and lowest speed grades. Although
the MNIST model can be computed within the larger overlay, we provide an overly for each LSTM model to
enable objective comparisons with previous work and to have a benchmark on how our overlay scales. The
MNIST overlay would consume 6.8% of the DSP blocks and about 1.24% of the implemented memories of the
character level LSTM overlay.

In addition to the MNIST overlay reported in Table 9, which uses LUTRAMs for the neuron memories, we have
explored the use of BRAMs in an identical architecture. Naturally this resulted in varying utilization of memory
elements on the FPGA, but importantly, this also resulted in a reduced frequency and higher power estimation
for the BRAM based overlay. The BRAM based overlay is able to compute at 520MHz and conigured at 130MHz,
whereas the LUTRAM based overlay is able to compute at 640MHz and conigured at 160 MHz. Meanwhile, the
power estimation for the BRAM is higher, amounting to 0.845W compared to 0.679W the LUTRAM based overlay,
which in turn results in poorer eiciency.

This suggests that the weight memories in lightweight and shallow neural networks are more performance
and energy eicient when mapped to LUTRAMs, which can be partly due to the fact that only a small percentage
of each BRAM bank is utilized. Meanwhile the simple routing of small FPGA fabric based memory ofers better
operating frequency. The coniguration of the weights and biases takes place in streaming mode, using the slower
clock, and is estimated to be around 0.02ms with negligible diference between the two overlays.

Our proposed overlay for the character level LSTM model is implemented using a hybrid memory arrangement
in the irst two LSTM layers, e.g. one neuron uses LUTRAM memory, the other BRAM memory etc, while the
output layer uses LUTRAM memories. A uniform memory overlay with either type of resource does not it in the
device when integrated with the SoC. Similarly to the MNIST overlay, the weights and biases are conigured
in streaming mode, using the slower clock, and this is estimated to take 2.29ms. Considering the BRAM based
MNIST overlay as the baseline, the character level overlay scales well as the frequency is reduced by 19.2% while
utilizing 14× to 37× more resources.

Table 9 summarises other relevant previous work that implements the exact same LSTM models as in our work.
Our proposedMNIST overlay is competitive in terms of resource utilization with the work in [25] which focuses on
approximate computing to yield multiplierless-low power implementations, while signiicantly outperforming in
terms of latency, throughput, and eiciency. In addition, our proposed architecture achieves 82.6% the theoretical
DSP block maximum frequency, compared to 21.6% achieved in [25]. Regarding the more complex character level
LSTM overlay, although it utilizes more resources due to the higher neuron and layer parallelism and higher
precision, our implementation is signiicantly better in terms of latency, throughput, and eiciency. Speciically,
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it is 22.6× more eicient compared to the average performance of the most competitive previous work in [26].
Meanwhile, our proposed architecture operates at 54.1% of the DSP block theoretical maximum frequency in the
target FPGA, compared to 30.6% of the most competitive previous work in [24].
Although achieving high frequency does not necessarily result in the best overall performance, it is a good

proxy for how well designed and eicient the architecture is on the underlying FPGA. In addition, we have show
how this operating frequency along with the various architectural and algorithmic optimisations translate to
overall performance metrics (e.g. latency and throughput).

Table 11. Resource utilization and frequency on Zynq 7000 series.

MNIST LSTM Character LSTM

FPGA XC7Z020 XC7Z100
Precision 16-27 ixed 16-27 ixed
LUTs 4120 (7.74%) 93920 (33.86%)
Flip-Flops 8972 (8.43%) 113838 (20.52%)
BRAM 0 (0%) 259 (34.30%)
DSP 78 (35.45%) 1095 (54.21%)
Freq. (MHz) 208 312
DSP Max (MHz) 464 650
DSP Freq.% 44.83% 48%

Finally, we supplement our evaluation by porting the overlay to Xilinx Zynq 7000 devices, as reported in
Table 11, for direct comparisons with previous work. These results demonstrate that our approach is efective
on older devices as well. Speciically we see that our MNIST overlay achieves 208 MHz, which is 44.83% of
the devices’ theoretical maximum. Compared to previous work using MNIST in Table 9, the proposed overlay
operates twice as fast on the same device. Furthermore, the character level overlay achieves 312 MHz, which is
48% of the theoretical maximum (650 MHz) of the XC7Z100 device and is approximately 2.2ś3× faster compared
to relevant previous work in Table 9.
We extend our comparisons with previous work in the embedded domain in Table 10. Although these imple-

mentations do not target the same models, they use various architectural approaches of interest on more modern
FPGA devices. The implementations in [4, 20] target a Bidirectional-LSTMmodel for optical character recognition.
The complete network consists of a single Bidirectional LSTM layer with a total of 200 nodes followed by a
fully connected layer, both of which have been implemented in the compute architecture. Compared to our
character level LSTM, this model is less complex in terms of LSTM cells used, number of layers, and precision,
using 68.8ś81.5% reduced precision. Nonetheless, our overlay architecture obtains better throughout compared to
the single instance and 6 instances that operate in streaming mode. Although the single instance in [20] is more
eicient, its performance does not scale well when 6 instances are implemented on the device, resulting in reduced
eiciency which is slightly better than our proposed overlay. Its corresponding batch processing implementation
with 6 instances yields improved throughput, compared to our streaming operation, while increasing its eiciency.
This shows that streaming processing is more challenging to optimise, since it doesn’t scale linearly with the
increase of compute resources, whereas batch processing scales better with the availability of more input data.
The authors further expanded their work in [4] for a more systematic exploration of the trade-ofs of reduced
precision, improving their obtained throughput signiicantly. The work in [22] aims at partitioning large LSTM
layers and achieves the obtained throughput eiciency with a batch size of 64, which our proposed overlay
outperforms. Lastly, the authors in [21] target a single LSTM layer only, with a similar coniguration to the irst
layer of the character level LSTM, while some of the computations are oloaded to the ARM core, obtaining lower
performance and eiciency with, however, a less capable device. Regarding the operating frequencies of previous
work in Table 9, the most competitive one operates at 32.3% of the device’s DSP block theoretical maximum,
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while our least competitive overlay operates at 54.1%. This demonstrates the frequency gains of our proposed
approach, irrespective of the diferent FPGAs used in previous work.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We present a streaming overlay architecture based on DSP blocks that is able to compute lightweight to moderate
sized LSTM and fully connected layers, storing all required weights on chip. Our approach is aimed at enhancing
programmability and lexibility by using the overlay concept, while providing high performance and resource
eiciency by employing an architecture that achieves high operating frequency and consumes data serially. Its
serial data low, parallel neuron computation, and pipelined operation coupled with optimizations in compute
overlap and on chip weight storage result in high throughput operation. The low level operation of the architecture
is abstracted to form an overlay that can be conigured at the top level with model conigurations. Moreover, the
implemented overlay, can be conigured after deployment, at runtime, with the diferent model conigurations,
weights, and biases. Our experiments have shown that the standalone overlay architecture can operate at much
higher frequencies in an SoC design, alongside the ARM core, within which it has been implemented and
functionally veriied. We show how our overlay architecture is competitive in terms of eiciency and outperforms
other generic previous work in stream processing, while using higher precision. In the future, we intend to
investigate reduced precision, along with pruned models, and explore how they can be eiciently mapped to the
proposed overlay. Furthermore, we plan on expanding our approach to a framework with software support for
an end to end NN overlay generation, able to partition and schedule the execution of large networks that may
not it on a device.
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